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LEADING MATES PROGRAM

Why This Matters.

At this stage in your career, you may have a vision for where you want to be and as 
you prepare for greater responsibility you need to develop your own leadership skills 
toolkit and build self-awareness for the challenges you will face in the future.

Leading Mates Can be Tough

Transition to leading your mates to the hardest change you will make in your career. 
Going from ‘one of the team’ to tasking and trying to get things done is difficult.

Why this Course Can Help

Pursuing leadership skills training earlier on in your career is going to provide you 
with a strong foundation, helping you to develop core elements of how you lead. You 
are also going to have access to network and learn from others in different 
industries. Choosing a leadership training provider such as NECA Education & 
Careers, with a large network and access to different cultures and industries will be 
of huge benefit.

It is also vital as a leader to learn how to effectively manage your time, resources, 
and continuous improvement. Inevitably as you grow in stature within your 
organisation, so will your responsibilities. Understanding how to assign your time 
and resources will be critical to your success as a leader. Discovering how to 
measure, analyse, and apply improvements to your repertoire will become pivotal to 
your ongoing development.

Benefits of the Program
ü Increase motivation for yourself and you mates

ü Decrease repeatable breakdowns

ü Maintain Mates (relationships)

ü Improve communications between the teams

ü Increase trust with Supervisor

ü Be able to think ahead

ü Improve the professionalism of the team

Challenges We Will Help You Solve
ü How to have conversation about being a leader with your mates

ü How to give Mates instructions

ü How to building a professional relationship

ü How to give feedback positive and improvement

ü How to keep people engaged

ü How to manage in-fighting

ü How manage safety

ü Others to be added




